
 
 

JL Ultimate Rear 4 Link Long Arm Kit Instructions 
Thank you for purchasing the RPM Steering long arm upgrade kit. Please take your time during the installation 
and be sure to do it correctly. Completely read the directions before starting your installation so you know 
what to expect. Remember, your safety and the safety of others depends on it. Feel free to call with any 
questions you may have. 480-476-2073. 

 

 

Kit Includes: 

(2) Frame Side Control Arm Mount Brackets (passenger and driver side) 

(2) 1 3/8’’ .281’’ Wall DOM Bent Upper Control Arms, Rock Jock Joints. 

(2) 2” Aluminum control arms w/ Rock Jock narrow joints (2.25’’ Links available with upgrade)  

(1) Hardware Pack 

 

 

Warranty:  
Center aluminum section is lifetime warrantied for failure, including bending, cracking, or breaking. Should any 
of these failures occur please send the center section to RPMSTEERING for replacement. (Shipping and 
handling additional).  
 
Disclaimer:  
Customer assumes full responsibility for use, installation and routine maintenance. RPM Steering is not 
responsible for damage as a result of improper installation, use or maintenance.  



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Rear 4 Link install: 

1) With the vehicle on a level surface and parking brake engaged, jack one side of the axle up at a time and 
remove your tire and place large jack stand under the frame to allow axle to full droop without touching the 
ground. Repeat on other side. 

2) If you are upgrading your currently lifted Jeep and do not need to change in spring, shocks, track bar etc 
simply support the axle with small jack stands or a floor jack so the control arms can be disconnected safely. 

3) If you are installing lift components like springs, shocks, track bar you may do that now. 

4) With the axle supported unbolt and remove the factory control arms. 

5) With suspension out of the way, you can now cutoff/remove all the factory control arm brackets ON THE 
FRAME SIDE ONLY (factory axle side mounts will be used). Complete removal of all the welds on these areas 
are optional and cosmetic only. This can be done with a cut off disc and flap disc or torch depending on your 
skill level. Watch for any wiring or lines running along the frame. See image below for reference. 

 

 



 

 

6) Once the factory control arm brakets are removed you will need to cut the rearward body mount to 
clearance the upper control arm. See image above. The goal is to cut up to the body mount bolt head level 
straight back to the frame and remove anything below that. 

7) Next loosen the gas tank bolts toward the front of the vehicle but do not remove. Place a floor jack under 
the rear/middle end of the tank skid. Remove all the gas tank bolts on middle and rear sections allowing the 
gas tank to shift over and create clearance to weld on the brackets in the following steps. Keeping a bolt or 
two loose in the front only will allow you to swing the rear of the tank over a small amount using the floor jack 
to support the tank. 

8) Next using a small grinder such as an air tool or dremel with cut off disc and trim the gas tank skid to allow 
more room to weld. Be patient and do not cut too deep and into the tank itself. You may find this to be an 
optional step depending on how far you were able to push the tank over and your skill level with a welder in 
tight spaces. If you would like to see how much room you have before cutting skip to the next step. Reference 
the 2 images below for trimming. 

 

 



 



 9) Using a clamp, hold the bracket in place matching the 3 holes in the bracket to the 3 holes in the side of the 
frame. There is a driver and passenger side bracket. The control arm openings should point towards the rear 
of the vehicle. 

10) From here you can assess your clearances around the tank. If additional trimming needs to be done simply 
mark the skid and unclamp the bracket and trim. It’s also a good time to mark the outside of the bracket and 
grind the frame clean in preparation for welding. 

11) Once you are satisified with the clearance needed to weld you may begin to plan out the welding step. The 
frames on the JL and JT are thinner and cannot take as much heat as the JK frames. We recommend making 1-
2” stitch welds and jumping around to allow the areas to cool a bit. Do not make large continuous weld paths. 
See images below for samples.  

 

 



 



12) Once welded, paint the brackets and frame to avoid any rusting. 

13) Push the gas tank back into place and bolt down all tank hardware, replace the factory bolts with the 
provided m12 bolts for the two bolts that are now inside the control arm brackets, no washers. 

14) We are now ready to install the control arms. Set to start length provided in the chart below. The lower 
control arms are threaded LH and RH at the joints to allow you to simply roll the aluminum to lengthen or 
shorten. The upper control arms are adjustable at the axle side only. For safety keep the joints from spinning 
and turn the bar itself so they have equal thread length showing on each side. You can perform this step while 
the control arm is installed on the vehicle for the aluminum arms.  

15) Install the upper control arm using the 9/16 x 3.5’’ bolt and nut plate on the frame side. Use a 9/16 x 3.5’’ 
bolt and stover top lock nut on the axle side. 

16) Install the two lower control arms using the 9/16 x 4’’ bolts and stover top lock nuts. 

17) Double check eye to eye length on vehicle. Turn aluminum bar to make any final adjustments.  

18) Tighten all 6 control arm jam nuts while installed on vehicle, use a screw driver or pry bar to keep the joint 
in a nuetral position within the bracket as you tighten the jam nut. 

19) At this time ensure everything has completely been tightened and in place. 

20) To ensure clearance of the upper control arm and the body mount, it is required to run proper bump stops 
for your lift height. It is the responsibility of the end user to test cycle their axles up travel and pick the right 
bump stop size to work with their spring and shock combo. 

21) If you have completed the install of any other suspension/lift components, jack up the rear axle enough to 
reinstall your wheels.  

22) Remove jack stands and set the Jeep back on the ground.  

23) The start lengths are rough measurements to get you started. If you want to fine tune your thrust angle 
and pinion angle we recommend taking it to a shop that knows how to deal with aftermaket setup alignments. 
Please work at your comfort level and take the Jeep to a professional if you are not sure how to square up the 
axle. 

24) ENJOY! If you love it let us know! Send us pictures! Tag us! Thank you for your support! 

 

Control Arms Start Lengths: 

2.5”      -    Upper Control Arms – 31 11/16’’      Lower Control Arms – 38 3/8’’ 

3.5’’     -    Upper Control Arms – 31 3/4’’          Lower Control Arms – 38 1/2’’ 

4.5’’     -    Upper Control Arms – 31 13/16’’      Lower Control Arms – 38 5/8’’ 

 

 


